KURAMÁ- II EXCURSION

A one-day trip in Fukushima city is arranged as the excursion of this symposium. Participants visit various places in Fukushima city by a bus with KURAMÁ-II, to see the present situations and the recovery procedures, and to talk with persons in prefectural government, farmers, and ordinary citizens. Participants also enjoy their lunches, full of products in Fukushima, served by woman farmers.

Date: June 1st, 2015. 8:30-16:30
Fare: 1000Yen

The roadmap and meeting and dissolution place is tentative. Due to the limited capacities, the KURAMÁ excursions require registration on a first come first served. Please submit to Secretary office in below by April 24th, 2015.

The roadmap

8:30 Fukushima station
9:00 Izaka-onsen station
   An orchard
   Data display system of KURAMÁ
   Lunch
   Prefectural government
   Decontamination activities
16:00 Fukushima station
16:30 Izaka-onsen station
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http://www.ri.kyoto-u.ac.jp/anzen_kiban/sympo/sympo2015/index.html